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In June 1873, on the eve of Confederation, a correspondent for the New York Herald wrote 

from Summerside. “The excitement over the confederation scheme, by which this great egg-

laying country becomes part of the New Dominion, has at length subsided…”1    

The Island over the years has had many nicknames but describing it as the “great egg-laying 

country” seems strange. However, it appears to have been a phrase which would readily 

identify the area in the minds of the Herald’s readers. In reading further in the historical record 

a forgotten chapter in the province’s agricultural history emerges.  What follows is hardly an 

exhaustive study and has more the character of a random sampling of references that show 

that the Herald’s reporter had seized on a genuine economic phenomenon of the later 

nineteenth century, one that appears to have been completely overlooked by historians. This is 

therefore an observational account rather than an analytical one.   

There are relatively few sources for the post-confederation history of Prince Edward Island.  

Those that do exist concentrate on Dominion-Provincial relations, demographic changes with 

the exodus of thousands to the Boston States and the Canadian west, and the de-

industrialization of the Atlantic region.  Agriculture as an economic activity is hardly mentioned. 

Andrew Hill Clark’s outstanding 1950 text on historical geography, Three Centuries and the 

Island, looks at census data to show agricultural change. While he has coverage of changes in 

field crops, livestock and dairy production after Confederation there is scarce mention of 

poultry, possibly because such information was rarely, if at all, captured in census data2.    

It is probable that prior to the 1860s any egg production in the colony was for purely a domestic 

market.  The difficulties of both internal and external transportation militated against fragile 

commodities such as eggs.  While eggs were sold at markets within the colony transportation to 

any export markets was difficult. Only a few scattered references are made to egg shipments by 

sailing vessels and these are almost all small quantities and to destinations within the region  

Although there had been steam packet services across Northumberland Strait since the 1830s 

the connections were mostly to Pictou and Shediac which themselves were only poorly 

connected to other centres by difficult post roads.  There were exceptions. For example in 1862 

the steamer Princess Royal bound from Charlottetown to Halifax and New York advertised the 
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opportunity for shippers of eggs and potatoes.3 However, it was very unusual for a steamer to 

go from the Island to New York. 

That began to change early in the decade with establishment of regular steamer and rail 

services between P.E.I. and New England. In 1860 the European and North American Railroad 

through southern New Brunswick linked Shediac with Saint John and its steamer connections to 

New England. The line was later extended and linked to lines in Maine and by 1872 It was 

possible to from Shediac to Boston by rail. In Nova Scotia the colonial railway reached Pictou 

Landing in 1867 and it became possible to go from Prince Edward Island to Halifax in a single 

day.  From there it was an overnight steamer trip to Boston. The most important change took 

place in 1864 with the introduction of a direct steamer service from Charlottetown to Boston, 

stopping a Hawkesbury and Halifax. Originally operated by the Boston and Colonial Steamship 

line what became known as the “Boston Boat” created a weekly (and sometimes more 

frequent) service, which lasted until 1915.4  

Internally, the opening of the Prince Edward Island Railway in 1874 provided P.E.I. farmers at a 

distance from ports access to faster and better shipping from the ports of Charlottetown and 

Summerside.   While a fleet of small schooners and brigs were useful for shipping bulk cargo 

such as oats and produce, these vessels were ill equipped to deal with perishable and fragile 

goods such as fish and eggs. At any rate there appear to be no instances of substantial 

quantities of eggs shipped before the introduction of the direct steamers.  

In 1863 only $8,980 worth of eggs were shipped to the United States from the Island. Within 

four years the value of this commodity had grown to $24,000, in spite of the fact that with the 

abrogation of the reciprocity treaty there was a 10 per cent tariff on eggs.  There was, however, 

a wrinkle in the arrangement which benefitted New England importers. Eggs were generally 

shipped in barrels with oats (on which there was also a tariff) but as “packing material” rather 

than agricultural produce the oats were not subject to the tariff. The wily farmer could thereby 

obtain tariff-free oats from his local egg importer.5   

By 1867 egg exports from Charlottetown alone amounted to 156,000 dozen almost all bound 

for the Boston market. Many went by the Boston and Colonial steamers but most were sent via 

New Brunswick, by rail from Shediac to Saint John, and from there by steamer.6  A year later 
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advertisements began to appear offering cash for eggs to meet the growing market. In 

Summerside at least four dealers were seeking stock.7  

In 1874 the New England Farmer noted that eggs came to Boston from the British Lower 

Provinces, Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire and the Western States but that the largest eggs 

available were from Prince Edward Island. These were reported to weigh thirty per cent more 

than other eggs8.   The following year the Boston Globe reported that a recent steamer cargo 

included five million eggs from Prince Edward Island in a single shipment.9 

The inability of local Massachusetts production to meet Boston’s needs was the subject of an 

article in the American Cultivator late in 1877. Although the state produced 3.5 million dozen it 

was not enough. Local eggs brought the highest price but those from elsewhere in New England 

and from the Provinces  were only a cent less per dozen.  The article made note of 

improvements in shipping with 76 dozen being shipped barrels packed with oats.10      

Eggs both in absolute terms and as a percentage of total exports continued to increase. In 1877 

total exports of Prince Edward Island reached a value of almost $2 million. Of this amount $1.3 

million was agricultural produce including livestock. The value of eggs exported had increased 

from $38,000 to $60,000 and had exceeded 425,000 dozen. 11   

Packaging for the shipping of eggs took many forms.  Egg cases carried 49 dozen, boxes 

contained 100 dozen and barrels contained 79 dozen. While eggs from Prince Edward Island 

used all three forms, barrels may have been the most common.  Local egg merchants received 

and graded eggs from area farmers and would have packed most eggs. Containers would be 

loaded onto railway cars for transit to Charlottetown and Summerside. They would then need 

to be loaded onto ships. Shipments from Summerside had to be off-loaded at Shediac and into 

railcars. As several rail lines were needed to get to Boston, in some cases the eggs might be 

handled a number of times if the cars did not go the whole distance.  At Charlottetown almost 

all of the shipments were direct to Boston on the Boston Boat and had to be handled less often.  

The Boston and Colonial line realized at an early date that eggs were a significant export 

commodity and by 1878 were noting in their advertising that “Eggs in boxes and barrels 

handled with the greatest care.”12 
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In 1878 the Boston market handled over 5.5 million dozen or in excess of 66,000,000 eggs. Eggs 

from Prince Edward Island, although available only from April to November, represented 17 per 

cent of the total supply or almost 1,000,000 dozen eggs. Shipments from Nova Scotia and New 

Brunswick were so few that they were not even mentioned in the accounts. 13    

One minor irritant for shippers was that egg boxes returned to shippers for re-use were subject 

to a Canadian duty but this was waived in 1879.14  

Owing to the several routes for shipping eggs, either direct or through New Brunswick, 

Canadian figures do not agree with American ones. For example Canadian export figures for 

1879 show only 444,000 dozen eggs shipped. It appears that eggs shipped by rail through New 

Brunswick may be credited to that province even though the shipment originated in Prince 

Edward Island. 15    

The value of the production kindled interest in improving and increasing the shipping. A poultry 

association was proposed in 1880 to improve stock, and supply breeding, rearing and 

marketing. 16  The group was formed and by 1882 there was note of monthly meetings. It did 

not last long and another request for those interested in forming a poultry association was 

called in 189817. Improvements in quality were also of interest to the egg importers. In 1880 

Lemuel Arthur of Boston wrote to the Examiner with suggestions for improved quality which 

would lead to better prices for Island eggs. His helpful suggestion was to strive for cleaner eggs 

which would remove any prejudice against the imported product.18 A response to this letter 

suggested an additional issue was the perceived freshness of the eggs and pleaded for Island 

producers to ship immediately and not to hold eggs back until the end of the season when 

prices rose. 19  One Summerside shipper urged farmers to take the enterprise more seriously. 

"It looks like a small business, and farmers do not get into hens as extensively as they ought. 

Eggs are the most profitable product of the farm; and if the farmers paid more attention to 

their hens and got the right breeds they would make more money.”20  

The success of the Boston market led one producer, Charles J. Haszard, to try the English 

market. In May 1880 he shipped a trial offering of 23 barrels of eggs across the Atlantic on the 
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steamer Prince Edward as an experiment.  There were no reports of the success of the 

venture.21   

The prices paid for eggs and other produce on the Boston Market was a regular feature of 

Island newspapers by 1881 enabling egg producers to have a better appreciation of the market 

valuation.22 By the 1882 season wholesalers, both locally and from Boston, were advertising in 

Island papers seeking stock. J.M. Auld (highest prices paid for large and small lots) told 

producers “Two Thousand a Day Wanted this Season” while Arthur & Toombs advertised 

“500,000 Dozen wanted this season.”23 

By that fall the egg business was attracting additional editorial comment. The Examiner spoke 

of the enormous quantity shipped by the Boston Boat and noted as well that the majority of 

eggs shipped by rail originated in Prince Edward Island. For the month of September rail 

shipments were 1825 cases, 61 barrels and 11 boxes.  “This business, well pushed, should form 

one of the richest resources of our Island.”24  That year shipments of eggs from Summerside to 

the United States were valued at $77,400 exceeding any other commodity including oats, 

potatoes and horses ($40,000).25 The figures for the direct shipment from Charlottetown to 

Boston would have been much larger.  It was not unusual for shipping accounts to note 1000 

cases of eggs on a single departure of the Carroll or Worcester. 

In an article on the agricultural output of Prince Edward Island published in the Philadelphia 

Industrial Review, which praised the province’s export capability the increase in the value of 

eggs exported was noted as $150,000 between 1879 and 1882. 26  The Daily Examiner took 

pride in the fact that at the time Island eggs commanded almost the highest retail price of any 

available in Boston, 27 cents a dozen with fresh Eastern eggs from New England getting only a 

penny more. 27 This success engendered a rise in interest in eggs as an export commodity and a 

cautionary letter in the Examiner noted that although the egg business had brought a quarter 

of a million dollars to farmers of the province the rise in value could not continue indefinitely 

and urged caution against “hen fever.”28  

There were many sides to the egg business. In 1884 the Globe Boston carried an account of a 

visit to a cracked egg merchant who handled 300 dozen a day. He noted the Prince Edward 
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Island egg had achieved a measure of fame as it was lauded as the longest keeping egg on the 

Boston market.29  

In July 1884 in an account of exports from Kings and Queens Counties during the month of July 

eggs stood second in value only to lobsters. 164,000 dozen eggs valued at $25,000 left the 

Island, and lobster shipments stood at $33,000.30 

However large the Boston retail price may have been, shipping costs and profit for wholesalers 

meant that only a portion of the price was actually returned to the egg farmers of the Island, 

and that was not guaranteed. In 1886 an advertisement noted an unsatisfactory condition of 

the Boston market meant that Island shippers and wholesalers had concluded that only 8 cents 

would be paid for eggs in small lots and warned producers that holding stock off the market in 

hopes of a price increase was unwise as prices were not expected to rise.31  In spite of warnings 

of price fluctuations demand continued to be high. In 1888 Ritchie Bros. in Charlottetown, 

wanted 300,000 dozen at their warehouse in Charlottetown (Empty Cases always supplied to 

customers).32   

An account of P.E.I. in the Philadelphia Evening Star the same year mentioned the egg business. 

“Great attention is also paid to the rearing of poultry, all the finer breeds of fowl having been 

introduced. The shipment of eggs alone to Boston is simply enormous. In 1883 the exports 

amounted to 1,225,000 dozen, yielding $220,000or about 17 ½ cents per dozen. Since then 

exports have largely increased. Steamers loaded with thousands of boxes of them ply regularly 

between Charlottetown and Summerside and Boston.”33   It was calculated that one million 

dozen of the three billion eggs consumed in the U.S.A. came from Prince Edward Island and that 

the revenue from production was $161,000 a year, about $2 per hen per year.34  

However the egg rush did not continue indefinitely. Protectionism in the United States was 

ushered in by the McKinley Tariff Bill. In 1889 David Laird, speaking on reciprocity noted “At the 

present time the owners of hens were in a dilemma with regard to the proposed duty of five 

cents a dozen on eggs by the American Congress, and many a young and old woman in the 

country would sleep more soundly if they were assured that this duty would not be imposed.” 

The previous year the Island had shipped 2,148,000 dozen eggs valued at $309,000, an amount 

exceeding the province’s expenditure on education at the time.35   Professor Shaw, speaking at 

the Provincial Exhibition warned that the tariff would disrupt the industry if changes were not 
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made, as Island eggs were made uncompetitive by the fact that consumers would not pay the 

increased cost. He believed that other markets would be open to Island production if they 

moved aggressively.36  His views mirrored those of others. The Toronto Empire believed that 

the export of eggs across the Atlantic to the London market would easily replace the lost 

American sales and that fast steamships would soon eliminate the  difference in costs to reach 

the more distant market. 37  Two months later Wilfrid Laurier speaking at the Market Hall in 

Charlottetown regretted the passage of the American tariff but criticized the Tories for their 

insistence that the English market would replace the American one.  He believed that the 

increased distance was a very real barrier to a profitable trade.38 

In America the tariff was expected to give a boost to local production. “The farmers of Maine 

will find that this will do not a little to reduce the competition which they had to meet from the 

Provinces” wrote the Portland Daily Press.39  The long-awaited McKinley Tariff came into effect 

on 6 November 1890 but not everyone was enthusiastic. The New York Evening Post 

complained that the reduced competition for Canadian imports simply meant that American 

producers could charge more for the necessaries of life.40   

C. Birch Bagster, who had lived on PEI and wrote the Progress and Prospects in the 1860s but 

who was in 1890 a newspaperman in New England had some suggestions for his former 

countrymen.  Strict adherence to quality standards and proper identification of Island eggs 

would not only “swell their pocketbooks but add to the fame of the Island for thrift and 

enterprise.”41    

While the impact of the tariff was real it was not perhaps, immediate. Toward the end of 1891 

with the tariff in effect for year the Island producers were still very much in the market. One 

steamship line reported that it had shipped over 640,000 dozen which exceeded their numbers 

for the previous year. While there had been heavy shipments of eggs to England from Quebec 

and Ontario the Island does not seem to have been easily diverted from the American market. 

Boston prices were high and Island egg raisers were still making money.42  For example, a June 

sailing of the steamer Carroll included 1,653 cases of eggs as part of the cargo.43 Ever conscious 
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of the market the shipping line advertised that “Greater facilities are now being made for the 

more careful and gentle handling of Eggs, for which this line has always excelled.”44 

Although the impact of the McKinley Tariff was reduced five years later by the Gorman Bill 

which reduced the tariff by almost half, the damage to the Canadian trade was significant. In 

1890 the year the Tariff was first introduced the egg exports to the United States from Canada 

were 12,800,000 dozen, a value of 1.8 million dollars. By 1897 the number had shrunk to 

479,000 dozen, giving less than $50,000. Efforts to shift the production to the markets in Great 

Britain had seen only limited success. In 1890 only $860 (dollars, not thousands) worth of eggs 

had been sent across the Atlantic. By 1897 the annual egg exports to the United Kingdom were 

still less than 7,000,000 dozen bringing in $924,000.45 It appears that the majority of these 

shipments were made by producers in Ontario and Quebec. There is no evidence that Island 

henneries played the same role in the trans-Atlantic shipping that they had in the New England 

market which appears to have gradually withered.  

Protectionism had allowed American producers to re-capture their domestic markets and 

without the ability to send eggs elsewhere the production on Prince Edward Island returned to 

serving domestic needs. By 1900 the great Boston egg boom was over. However the industry 

slowly rebuilt and by 1929 some 1.3 million dozen eggs were being produced annually (mostly 

through co-operative associations) and put on the market in neighbouring provinces, Quebec 

and New England.    

 

The egg story is hardly complete and begs for additional research to fill out the details of the 

picture.  “Egg money” has frequently been characterized as a minor additional income for mixed 

farm operations on P.E.I. but clearly this underestimates the importance of the industry.  A 

closer reading of export figures from the Island and the nature of the New England market is 

need to better quantify the trends suggested by this overview. Better analysis is also needed for 

the impacts of the several tariff changes during the period and how they affected the 

agricultural economy of the region.    

This limited study would not have been possible without the work in digitization of Island 

newspapers done by the Robertson Library at the University of Prince Edward Island, and 

especially to University Librarian Donald Moses who has continued to support digitization 

efforts.   
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